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QUESTION 1

Examine the parameters for your database instance: 

Which three statements are true about the process of automatic optimization by using cardinality feedback? 

A. The optimizer automatically changes a plan during subsequent execution of a SQL statement if there is a huge
difference in optimizer estimates and execution statistics. 

B. The optimizer can re optimize a query only once using cardinality feedback. 

C. The optimizer enables monitoring for cardinality feedback after the first execution of a query. 

D. The optimizer does not monitor cardinality feedback if dynamic sampling and multicolumn statistics are enabled. 

E. After the optimizer identifies a query as a re-optimization candidate, statistics collected by the collectors are
submitted to the optimizer. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

C: During the first execution of a SQL statement, an execution plan is generated as usual. 

D: if multi-column statistics are not present for the relevant combination of columns, the optimizer can fall back on
cardinality feedback. 

(not B)* Cardinality feedback. This feature, enabled by default in 11.2, is intended to improve plans for repeated
executions. 

optimizer_dynamic_sampling optimizer_features_enable 

* 

dynamic sampling or multi-column statistics allow the optimizer to more accurately estimate selectivity of conjunctive
predicates. 

Note: 

* 

OPTIMIZER_DYNAMIC_SAMPLING controls the level of dynamic sampling performed by the optimizer. 

Range of values. 0 to 10 

* 
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Cardinality feedback was introduced in Oracle Database 11gR2. The purpose of this feature is to automatically improve
plans for queries that are executed repeatedly, for which the optimizer does not estimate cardinalities in the plan
properly. The optimizer may misestimate cardinalities for a variety of reasons, such as missing or inaccurate statistics,
or complex predicates. Whatever the reason for the misestimate, cardinality feedback may be able to help. 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the result of executing a TRUNCATE TABLE command on a table, in a non-CDB database, that has Flashback
Archiving enabled? 

A. It fails with the ORA-665610 Invalid DDL statement on history-tracked message 

B. The rows in the table and the archive are truncated, and flashback archiving is disabled. 

C. The rows in the table are truncated without being archived. 

D. The rows in the table are archived, and then truncated. 

E. The rows in both the table and the archive are truncated. 

Correct Answer: D 

http://surachartopun.com/2010/06/ddl-on-tables-enabled-for-flashback.html 

 

QUESTION 3

Your database is open and the LISTENER listener running. You stopped the wrong listener LISTENER by issuing the
following command: 

lsnrctl > STOP 

What happens to the sessions that are presently connected to the database Instance? 

A. They are able to perform only queries. 

B. They are not affected and continue to function normally. 

C. They are terminated and the active transactions are rolled back. 

D. They are not allowed to perform any operations until the listener LISTENER is started. 

Correct Answer: B 

The listener is used when the connection is established. The immediate impact of stopping the listener will be that no
new session can be established from a remote host. Existing sessions are not compromised. 

 

QUESTION 4

Which statement is true about Oracle Net Listener? 

A. It acts as the listening endpoint for the Oracle database instance for all local and non-local user connections. 
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B. A single listener can service only one database instance and multiple remote client connections. 

C. Service registration with the listener is performed by the listener registration process (LREG) process of each
database instance. 

D. The listener.ora configuration file must be configured with one or more listening protocol addresses to allow remote
users to connect to a database instance. 

E. The listener.ora configuration file must be located in the ORACLE_HOME/network/admin directory. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

You find this query being used in your Oracle 12c database: 

Which method a used by the optimizer to limit the rows being returned? 

A. A filter is added to the table query dynamically using ROWNUM to limit the rows to 20 percent of the total rows 

B. All the rows are returned to the client or middle tier but only the first 20 percent are returned to the screen or the
application. 

C. A view is created during execution and a filter on the view limits the rows to 20 percent of the total rows. 

D. A TOP-N query is created to limit the rows to 20 percent of the total rows 

Correct Answer: C 
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